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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of exciting applications in single-molecule imag-
ing, spectroscopy, high-resolution lithography, and all-
optical computing may benefit from light confinement and
manipulation in nm-scale areas. Unfortunately, the diffrac-
tion limit prevents confinement of free-space optical radia-
tion to dimensions smaller than ∼ λin/2, with λin = λ0/|n| =
c/(ω|n|) being the wavelength inside the material, c, λ0,ω
being speed of light, wavelength, and angular frequency of
radiation in vacuum, respectively, and n being the index
of refraction. Conventional resolution-improvement tech-
niques involve either increase of operating frequency (deep
UV lithography) [1, 2] or near-field operations (scanning
near-field optical microscopy) [3, 4]. Another approach to
increase the resolution is based on operations with high-
index media. While a significant improvement of resolution
can be achieved with natural materials (Si photonics) [5, 6],
a further progress of subdiffraction light manipulation re-
quires the design of metamaterials [7–21] with even higher
refractive indices. In this work, we present an analytical and
numerical analysis of perspectives of ultra-high index meta-
materials based on plasmonic nanolayer structures for light
manipulation in the areas smaller than λ0/10 at UV, visible,
IR, and THz frequencies.

The dielectric properties of plasmonic media are strongly
affected by the dynamics of their free charges. In particular,

the permittivities of noble metals and highly doped semicon-
ductors are negative for frequencies below their plasma fre-
quencies (plasma frequencies of noble metals are of the order
of 10 eV, yielding negative permittivities across parts of the
UV, visible, and IR ranges [22, 23]). An interface between
materials with negative and positive dielectric permittivities
may support a special kind of electromagnetic wave, known
as a surface plasmon polariton (SPP) [24]. The effective in-
dex of this wave can be related to the component of its propa-
gating constant along the propagation direction kz (Figure 1)
and permittivities of plasmonic (metallic) and dielectric ma-
terials εm and εd < |εm| via

nSPP = Re
(
kzc

ω

)
= Re

(√
εmεd
εm + εd

)
. (1)

Note that since n2
SPP > εd, εm, the field of an SPP exponen-

tially decays into both the metal and dielectric media. How-
ever, since in reality for optical frequencies |εm| � εd, the
index of SPP wave only slightly exceeds that of the dielectric
nd = √εd: (nSPP−nd)/nd � ε2

d/ε2
m � 1, strongly diminishing

the perspectives of subdiffraction light confinement with an
isolated SPP wave.

The light confinement with plasmonic layers can be
significantly improved in multilayer structures. When two
metal-dielectric interfaces are brought close to each other,
the SPP waves propagating on individual interfaces couple
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Figure 1: Schematic of a multilayered composite. am and ad are the
thicknesses of plasmonic (metallic) and dielectric composites, re-
spectively.

together. Similar to quantum-mechanical coupling between
modes of two quantum wells, which leads to the formation of
symmetric and antisymmetric wavefunctions, the coupling
of two SPPs yields the formation of symmetric and antisym-
metric SPP combinations. This SPP coupling is accompanied
by splitting between their propagation constants, increasing
the effective index of one of the modes relative to that of
an isolated SPP. In multilayered composites, the modes on
each metal-dielectric interface couple to each other, lead-
ing to formation of free-space-like supermodes [25]. In the
end, the multilayer metal-dielectric structure behaves like a
strongly-anisotropic homogeneous metamaterial, with ap-
plications ranging from nonmagnetic negative index struc-
tures to optical links between nano- and micro-scaled sys-
tems [9, 12, 26]. The goals of this work are to provide a com-
prehensive study of the evolution of electromagnetic prop-
erties of plasmonic multilayer composites from an isolated
SPP to effective-medium regime, to assess the perspectives of
utilizing multilayer systems for nanoplasmonic applications
and to present a detailed analysis of the validity of nonlocal
effective-medium theory, originally proposed in [27].

2. APPROACH

To gain access into the physics behind the optical proper-
ties of nanoplasmonic structures and to verify the accuracy
of our analytical results, we have employed the numerical
solutions of Maxwell equations via transfer matrix method
(TMM) [28, 29].

In this technique, the material is represented as a set of
homogeneous layers. The solutions of Maxwell equations in
each layer yield the set of modes; these are plane waves—
propagating or evanescent—in the case of infinite layers,
cylindrical waves in case of layers inside circular waveguides
(optical fibers), and so forth. Boundary conditions are then
used to relate the vector of amplitudes of modes in a given
( jth) layer bj to the modes in the neighboring layer. These
linear relationships are then expressed in terms of the trans-
fer matrix

bj+1 = T̂ j+1, jb j . (2)

Thus, differential Maxwell equations are essentially reduced
to linear equations for transfer matrices. Note that layer-
specific transfer matrices can be multiplied together yielding

the single matrix which describes the collective behavior of
the multilayer composite.

The TMM technique is in principle exact and provides a
complete solution of Maxwell equations. In particular, TMM
solutions can be used to find the field propagation through
an arbitrary layered material, to find the dispersion char-
acteristics of supermodes of layered systems, and to find
the “microscopic” field distribution in these supermodes.
The solutions of latter problems typically involve finding
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for collective (composite-level)
transfer matrices. However, these exact numerical solutions
are extremely computationally intensive and require an in-
crease in precision past standard machine precision for even
relatively small number of layers.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this main section of the manuscript, we first describe the
evolution of the coupled SPP modes as we increase the num-
ber of layers in the multilayer structures. We show that de-
pending on the relationship between εm and εd, the super-
modes may have positive or negative refractive indices. As the
number of layers in the composite is increased, the structure
of the supermodes resembles that of plane waves propagat-
ing through the homogeneous strongly anisotropic compos-
ite. We derive the analytical relationship describing the effec-
tive permittivity tensor of such a media and provide several
applications of multilayer structures for nm-scale light man-
agement.

3.1. Evolution of SPP modes in multilayer structures

We start from the analysis of mode evolution as the function
of the number of layers in the system. For illustrative pur-
poses, in the remaining of the paper, we focus on the optical
response of metal-dielectric composites; we note, however,
that our arguments are directly applicable to the IR (or THz)
response of doped semiconductors exhibiting plasma behav-
ior, as well as to other materials with negative permittivities,
including SiC and other polar dielectrics. The potential ap-
plications at THz frequencies include biology and medical
sciences, homeland security, global environmental monitor-
ing, and ultrafast computing [30].

A single metal-dielectric interface supports an SPP. When
two metal layers are brought together, the SPP modes prop-
agating on their interfaces interact with each other, lead-
ing to the formation of symmetric and antisymmetric SPP
combinations as shown in Figure 2. The interaction of iso-
lated SPP modes also leads to the splitting between effec-
tive indices of their symmetric and antisymmetric combina-
tions. As the separation between metal films is reduced, the
splitting between modal indices grows. Eventually, the anti-
symmetric mode experiences a cutoff, and only symmetric
mode (known as gap plasmon [31]) survives.

The four-interfaced “sandwich” system formed by a thin
metal film inserted into dielectric space between two metal
cladding regions in principle supports four SPP combina-
tions. However, if such a film is brought close enough to one
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Figure 2: The evolution and splittings of coupled SPP modes
propagating along z-direction (see Figure 1); n = kzc/ω at λ0 =
ω/c = 1.55 μm is shown. The top part of the figure corresponds
to “positive-index” structure: εd = 1.4442; εm = −114.5 + 11.01i;
the bottom part describes a “negative-index” one: εd = 1.4442;
εm = −1 + 0.1i; the inset schematically shows the xz-crossection
of the system; final layer thickness is 25 nm.

of the cladding regions, the total number of modes is reduced
to three; further confinement of the structure reduces the to-
tal number of modes to two—the symmetric and antisym-
metric combinations of gap plasmons. Note that the indices
of these modes continue to repulse from each other, yielding
a formation of the modes with effective indices exceeding the
one of the isolated gap plasmon. Each additional metal strip
inserted into this sandwich system will effectively lead to the
formation of an additional supermode. Thus, a total num-
ber of modes hosted by the metal-dielectric multilayer system
surrounded by two metallic cladding regions will be equal to
the number of dielectric layers in the system (Figure 2).

A similar process of mode formation takes place in the
layered metamaterial when the excitation frequency is close
to the plasma frequency of its plasmonic component (|εm| <
εd). While an isolated metal interface does not support an
SPP in this case, two-interface system supports a single anti-
symmetric mode with negative refraction index [12, 32]. In a
sense, the behavior of the metal-dielectric-metal system for
|εm| < εd is exactly opposite to that of |εm| > εd. The signs
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Figure 3: Field structure of a TM1 mode of planar waveguide
formed by metal-dielectric stack between two perfectly conducting
metal claddings for a number of layers N = 10 (a) and N = 20 (b);
εm = −100; εd = 2; λ0 = 1.55 [27].

of their refractive indices are opposite to each other; further-
more, the cutoff of the mode in one of the systems can be
related to the appearance of the mode in the other one. The
multilayered composite with |εm| < εd with N dielectric lay-
ers supports a total of N negative-index supermodes. The
evolution of these supermodes is illustrated in Figure 2.

As the number of layers increases, so does the number
of supermodes. At any given frequency, the composite with
a very large number of layers essentially supports a contin-
uum of modes with different modal structure. Some of these
modes in the composites with 10 and 20 layers between two
perfectly metallic claddings are shown in Figure 3. Note that
the structure of these modes strongly resembles that of stand-
ing waves. This is obviously not surprising: the properties of
nanostructured composites are expected to follow effective-
medium theory (EMT) predictions.

The exact process of convergence to the effective-medium
regime is of a great interest. An analytical description of this
process could be used to explain the experiments with a few
metal layers [25, 32] or more importantly to predict the be-
havior of larger multilayer composites based on experiments
with few layers. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the effec-
tive modal index in the nanolayered system (Figure 1) as the
function of the number of metal layers. One can see that even
when the number of layers is relatively large (�10) and even
when the individual layer thickness is much smaller than the
wavelength, the properties of multilayer stack still signifi-
cantly deviate from the EMT. As explained in [27], the origin
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Figure 4: The comparison between effective modal indices of TM modes of 200-nm-thick planar waveguides with perfectly conducting (a),
(c) and vacuum (b), (d) claddings plotted as a function of a number of layers in the metamaterial waveguide core N ; material parameters
are εm = −114.5 + 11.01i; εd = 1.4442 (Au-SiO2 composite) (a), (b) and εm = −1 + 0.1i; εd = 1.4442 (c), (d); λ0 = 1.55 μm; solid lines,
dashed lines, and symbols correspond to local EMT, nonlocal EMT, and TMM results, respectively; due to extremely large effective indices,
|n| nonlocal EMT is not applicable for higher-order modes in (c), (d).

of this relatively slow convergence lies in the strong field vari-
ation across individual layers of the system. Such a field vari-
ation leads to the strong dependence of the effective per-
mittivity on the modal structure across the layers or—since
the waveguide modes are typically “standing” equivalents of
“propagating” bulk waves—on the direction of field propa-
gation through the nanolayered metamaterials. The depen-
dence of permittivity on components of wavevector, known
as spatial dispersion, often appears in homogeneous media
when the scale of field variation becomes comparable to in-
teratomic distances. The onset of spatial dispersion in meta-
materials can be typically related to substantial field varia-
tion on the interparticle (“meta-atom”) scale. The spatial dis-
persion has been recently found in GHz nanowire compos-
ites [20, 33, 34]; it was later shown that response of optical
nanowire structures is substantially different from their low-
frequency counterparts [11]. Using a straightforward field-
matching technique [27], we arrive at the following expres-
sion for effective permittivity of nanolayered composites:

εeff
x = ε(0)

x

1− δx(k,ω)
,

εeff
yz =

ε(0)
yz

1− δyz(k,ω)
,

(3)

where

ε(0)
x =

(
am + ad

)
εmεd

adεm + amεd
,

ε(0)
yz =

amεm + adεd
am + ad

,

(4)

and the nonlocal corrections are given by

δx = a2
ma

2
d

(
εd − εm

)2ε(0)
x

2

12
(
am + ad

)2ε2
mε

2
d

(
ε(0)
yz
ω2

c2
− k2

x

(
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)2

ε(0)
yz

2

)
,

δyz = a2
ma

2
d

(
εd − εm

)2

12
(
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)2ε(0)
yz

ω2

c2
.

(5)

Note that the choice of ω/c and kx to describe the nonlocal-
ity in (5) as opposed to ky or kz is somewhat arbitrary since
in the EMT regime, the components of the wavevector are
related to each other via

ω2

c2
= k2

x

εeff
yz

+
k2
y + k2

z

εeff
x

(TM),

ω2

c2
= k2

x + k2
y + k2

z

εeff
yz

(TE).

(6)
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Figure 5: The comparison between effective refractive indices neff = Re(kxc/ω) (a), (b) and extinction coefficients keff = Im(kxc/ω) (c), (d)
of TM01 modes in cylindrical waveguides with multilayer cores and perfectly conducting claddings (inset); dashed lines, solid lines and dots
correspond to results of local EMT, nonlocal EMT, and exact solution of the dispersion equation [28] respectively. The multilayered core is
composed of 15-nm layers with (a), (c) εm = −1 + 0.1i; εd = 1.4442, and (b), (d) εm = −114.5 + 11.01i; εd = 1.4442 (Au-SiO2 structure);
λ0 = 1.55 μm; similar agreement between nonlocal EMT and exact dispersion equation is achieved for cylindrical systems with air claddings;
note that the signs of refractive indices are opposite to those for planar mode propagation (see Figure 4).

In this section, we assume the propagation along the z-axis
(ky = 0) with waveguide modes in x-direction; for per-
fectly conducting waveguide walls, kx = πm/d with d be-
ing waveguide thickness and m being integer mode number.
For waveguide with realistic walls, kx could be found using
“local” EMT approximation (4) or in self-consistent manner
using (4), . . . , (6).

We stress that the validity of EMT response requires
the typical scale of field variation to be much larger than
any structural size of the system. For nanolayered compos-
ite, such a requirement results in an additional condition
|kx(am + ad)| � 1, which in some cases is much stricter than
a commonly used criterion (am + ad)ω/c� 1. Note that the
nonlocal effects mostly (see discussion below (5)) affect the
x-component of material permittivity. Since our metamate-
rial is completely homogeneous in yz-plane, such a result is
a quite expected one.

The agreement between the developed nonlocal EMT
and exact solutions of Maxwell equations using TMM are
shown in Figure 4. For illustrative purposes, we concentrate
on TM modes; TE waves are not affected by the anisotropy,
and are typically not affected by nonlocal effects. It is clearly

seen that nonlocal EMT adequately describes the behavior of
the system. As expected, the agreement between EMT and
exact (TMM) solutions of Maxwell equations worsens for
higher-order modes where |kx(a + b)| � 1. Since the com-
ponents of wavevector are related through (6), this validity
condition is typically similar to neff � 1. Increasing the to-
tal thickness of the structure (decreasing kx) or reducing the
typical layer size or the number of layers restores the agree-
ment.

The behavior of multilayers with |εm| < εd, but same sign

of ε(0)
yz and ε(0)

x , is an interesting one. The EMT regime of
these systems does not originate from coupling of individual
left-handed SPPs. As follows from our numerical solutions
of Maxwell equations, reduction of layer thickness in these
structures is accompanied by the increase of modal indices
of SPP supermodes, so that the condition of EMT validity is
never met. However, substantially thick multilayered struc-

tures with positive ε(0)
x , ε(0)

yz support right-handed “volume”
modes, described by the EMT.

Note that as explained above, multilayered system sup-
ports a number of modes with neff = Re(kzc/ω) � 1, open-
ing the perspectives for subwavelength light manipulation in
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Figure 6: Mode propagation in conventional waveguide (a) and in
anisotropy-based photonic funnel (b); material parameters εm =
−73.02 + 1.64i (Ag), εd = 12 (Si), am = ad = 15 nm, and
λ0 = 1.2 μm, and the funnel design resembles those in [9]; panel
(c), which shows the effective modal index along the funnel in
(b), demonstrates the physics behind nanoscale mode compression;
symbols and solid lines represent TMM results and nonlocal EMT,
respectively.

planar structures with highly-confined optical modes with
positive or negative refractive index [35]. The physics be-
hind the existence of these highly confined modes can be
illustrated using the following picture: the TM modes of a
waveguide with strongly anisotropic dielectric core do not
have a cutoff. As the waveguide size d is reduced, the ef-
fective modal index grows inversely proportional to d (see
[9–11, 26] for details). Correspondingly, the internal wave-
length is reduced (λin ∝ d), postponing the onset of diffrac-
tion limit. Spatial dispersion, appearing in metamaterial re-
sponse changes the effective-medium parameters, reducing
the effective anisotropy, and eventually leading to a cutoff of
waveguide modes.

3.2. Subdiffraction light propagation in
nanolayer-filled waveguides

Although planar nanolayer systems are capable of guiding the
light in deep subwavelength areas and may be used to realize
optical packet management in 2D geometries, these materials
cannot be directly coupled to optical fibers.

Ideally, two conditions must be met to achieve such a
coupling between microscale optical fiber and nanoscale sys-
tems (planar waveguides, molecules, quantum dots, etc.).
First, the coupler waveguide (fiber) should be able to sup-
port confined modes as waveguide radius is reduced to the
nanoscale. Second, the spatial profile of a mode in the cou-
pler waveguide should be similar to the one of the mode in
optical fiber. Both these conditions are fulfilled in waveg-
uides with strongly anisotropic cores when the axis of optical
anisotropy is coaligned with direction of mode propagation.

One of the ways to achieve the required strong anisotropy
of dielectric permittivity relies on multilayered nanoplas-
monic structures. To coalign the optical axis with direction
of mode propagation, we propose to build a waveguide with
a multilayer dielectric core as shown in Figure 5 [9]. Sim-
ilar to the planar structure described above, such a circu-
lar waveguide essentially does not have a cutoff radius in
the “local EMT” regime, where effective modal index neff =
kxc/ω ∝ 1/R, postponing the appearance of diffraction limit
(see [9] for details). The appearance of the cutoff can be
once again related to the effective nonlocalities of metamate-
rial structures (Figures 5(c), 5(d)). Note however, that due to
strong anisotropy of effective permittivity the positive-index
modes propagating along yz-plane correspond to negative-
index modes propagating along x-direction and vice versa
[36].

The comparison between the effective modal index of a
circular waveguide with multilayer core, calculated using ex-
act approach [28], local, and nonlocal EMTs, is shown in
Figure 5. The performance of such a system is illustrated in
Figure 6, where the mode propagation in waveguide with
nanolayered core is compared to the mode propagation in
waveguide with conventional isotropic core. The appearance
of the cutoff in isotropic system and the absence of the cutoff
in tapered anisotropic waveguide (photonic funnel [9]) are
clearly seen.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we analyzed the behavior of coupled SPP
modes in multilayered metal-dielectric materials. Using exact
numerical solutions of Maxwell equations, we have shown
that as the number of layers increases, the optical proper-
ties of coupled SPP oscillations approach the behavior of
strongly anisotropic homogeneous uniaxial media, and an-
alyzed the validity of new analytical description of effective
permittivity of such a material—nonlocal effective-medium
theory. Finally, we illustrated the applications of multilayered
structures for subdiffraction light propagation in planar and
circular waveguides and for coupling between micro-scale
and nanoscale systems.Our results, although presented here
for optical response of metal-dielectric composites, are ap-
plicable to any layered structures composed from opposite-
permittivity materials, including UV response of Al compos-
ites and IR and THz responses of doped semiconductors and
polar dielectrics.
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